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SUPPORT
Dedicated personnel are available to assist with installation, problem setup, trouble
shooting, enhancements, and any issues that arise. CCR is aware that time lost addressing
computational issues is expensive, and prompt, efficient, and timely support is critical to
meeting cost, schedule, and performance requirements. The testimonials accurately describe
our commitment to user support.

TESTIMONIAL
I have been working with BOA software for over 8 years. It’s user friendly, easy to learn
and saves a lot of time with the Solidworks import for CAD models. CCR provides me with
excellent quick-response customer support for my technical questions every time.
Yahya Alivov, Ph.D., Oxford Instruments X-Ray Technology Inc.
The code has proven to be hugely beneficial for our development activities.
Confidence is high when I complete even short solutions. I have been able
to get focusing data that matched the performance for several devices
under test.
William English II, Thermo Fisher Scientific
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BEAM OPTICS
ANALYZER

BEAM OPTICS ANALYZER
An advanced computer program to
simulate electron trajectories and
electromagnetic fields in 2D & 3D
geometries.

TESTIMONIAL

PROGRAM SETUP

I have been using BOA for almost

Although CCR recommends SolidWorks, BOA imports ACIS and Parasolid
geometry from most 3D-CAD packages.

10 years. The program is very
easy to use and works incredibly

Finite element analysis

well with Solidworks enabling

Support of space charge and self-magnetic
fields

to be quickly transfered to BOA

Automatic meshing

has significantly reduced the

Optimizer for maximizing electron guns and
collectors performance

we do. With the electron beam

models developed in Solidworks

Once the geometry is imported, the GUI displays the 3D geometry and allows selection of
individual components for assigning simulation properties, including electrical type (dielectric,
metal, vacuum, etc.) voltages, magnetic characteristics, thermal conductivity, mechanical
strength, etc. Most properties can be assigned by identifying the material (stainless steel,
copper, ceramic, samarium cobalt, etc.) from a pull down menu.

for simulations in minutes. BOA
amount of empirical engineering
optics or HV field simulations, we
can hone in on a design and get

Multiphysics package coupling beam
optics & thermomechanical analysis
for electron beam based devices.
Imports solid model geometries from
commercial computer aided design (CAD)
programs
Includes integral electrostatics, magnetostatic,
thermal, and mechanical solvers.

very close to a desired outcome
before building an X-Ray tube.
Aside from the functionality of
the program, BOA’s support

Figure 1: SolidWorks CAD File Imported into BOA

is some of the best software
support we’ve experienced.
BOA’s support team also has
responded any time of day to
help with a technical problem.

Mike LeClair,
Microxray, Inc.
Figure 2: GUI Screen for Assigning Entity Attributes
For thermionic emitters, one selects the emission surface(s) and can specify the characteristics
of each one. A range of materials is available. The user can select whether the emission is space
charge or temperature limited, or both. The program will assign a default density of emitted
particles, but the user can choose a different one, and BOA will adjust the mesh accordingly.
The user can also include an energy spread consistent with the emitter temperature.
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MESHING

ELECTROSTATIC, MAGNETOSTATIC, AND HELMHOLTZ ANALYSIS

Extremely robust meshing routines define the problem domain resolution with
high accuracy using minimal computational resources.

BOA’s integral solvers provide rapid, accurate analysis of fields in 3D
geometries.

BOA can automatically, adaptively mesh complex structures, eliminating the need for user
intervention in many problems. Figures 3 and 4 show how BOA generates an initial mesh,
then refines it to improve the resolution based on user-defined specifications.

When charged particles are present, the space charge fields are included in the electrostatic
analysis. The solver also models dielectrics. BOA includes a built-in library of materials along
with their properties, although custom material libraries can also be added.
BOA’s magnetic solvers models permanent magnets and solenoids, including contributions from
self-magnetic fields. The solver includes non-linear effects, and users can import B-H curves to
supplement the materials in the internal database. The solvers are parallelized with OpenMP.

Figure 3: Initial Mesh Using Default Settings

Figure 4: Adaptivity by Electric Field Only
on Mesh with Initial Local Cylindrical Mesh

For meshing around beams with tight foci or other critical features, the user can define regions
with higher mesh density. Figure 5 shows multiple cylinders with increasing mesh density to
define the very sharp focus of a beam for an X-Ray tube. This is easily accomplished using the
mesh GUI.

Figure 6: Magnetic Flux Density with
Permanent Magnets in a Curved Beam Device

Figure 7: A Curved Electron Beam
Focused by Permanent Magnets

CHARGED PARTICLE SIMULATIONS
BOA propagates electrons through complex geometries as determined by the
(static) electromagnetic fields in the problem domain.
Figure 5: Example of Mesh Refinement at Beam Focus

Adaptive meshing automatically refines the resolution where required to achieve
user-defined accuracy criteria.
This is particularly useful in regions where charged particles are present to more accurately
determine trajectories and calculate space charge and self-magnetic fields.
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The analyzer uses particle space charge and beam current information to update the electric
and magnetic fields, respectively. Step sizes are adaptive, and self-consistent algorithms ensure
that field errors and emitting current simultaneously satisfy preset criteria. BOA supports
thermionic emission, including the Longo-Vaughn formulation, and injected beams in a variety
of formats. Secondary emission using Monte Carlo method is supported. Magnetic focusing can
be accomplished by importing an external magnetic field or using the built-in magnetostatic
solver. The magnetostatic solver uses the same CAD model as the beam optics and electrostatic
simulation with seamless transfer of data between solvers. To simulate ionization, users can
specify regions as optically transparent and define specific charge neutralization to each region.
All calculations are fully relativistic and fully parallelized.
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HEAT TRANSFER AND MECHANICAL ANALYSIS

TIME-DEPENDENT BEAM ANALYSIS

Particles in the beam optics simulation dissipate their energies on terminal surfaces, and one
can use this information to analyze heat transfer and thermal stresses within 3D structures. The
3D heat transfer solver determines the deposited beam power and calculates temperatures in
devices components. The solver is parallelized with OpenMP.

BOA can simulate time-dependent
behavior in electron beams where
particles are pushed synchronically
in time.
Particles can be modulated by a temporal
potential prescribed to an electrode, such as
a grid, or by a series RLC intrinsic function. A
formula parser permits input of potentials as
a combination of intrinsic functions. Particles
moving in time can be animated.

POST PROCESSING
Figure 8: Grid Temperature from
Cathode Radiation and Beam Impact
in a Gridded Electron Gun

Figure 9: Mechanical Stress on
Gun Grid from Radiant Heating
and Electron Impact

BACKSCATTERED ELECTRONS

Figure 11: Time Dependent Electron Emission
from an Inductive Output Tube

BOA’s extensive post processing capabilities include display of solution fields
and gradients on a plane or selected surfaces and structures.
Particle trajectories can be displayed on a cross section or on a surface. A new shapelet
interpolation and optimization can display power and current densities on a beam terminal
surface, generating a smooth and highly accurate surface field.

Electrons impacting terminal surfaces can generate both secondary and reflected primary
electrons. These can propagate to other surfaces or regions within the device and impact
performance. BOA combines Monte Carlo techniques and Rutherford Scattering Theory to
predict the characteristics of reflected electrons. Up to three generations of backscattered
electrons can be analyzed.

OPTIMIZATION
BOA’s built-in optimization routines can dramatically reduce design time and
achieve performance levels not practical with manual techniques.

Figure 12: Electric Field in an X-Ray Electron Gun

Users can optimize the geometry (lengths,
diameters, spacings, etc.) or operational
parameters (voltage, currents, field levels, etc.)
to achieve specified performance requirements,
including beam current, ripple, compression,
and field gradients. At the conclusion of the
optimization process, the CAD solid model file
precisely corresponds to the optimized design.

One can also capture an image of the beam
spot for size measurement. CCR’s staff is
available to add customized post processing
features for specific applications.

Figure 10: First Successful Simulation of
a Doubly Convergent Electron Gun
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Figure 13: Electron Beam in an X-Ray Gun

Figure 14: Power Density on an X-Ray Target
Optimized by Shapelet Method
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